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Penanq!

Article & Photos by Helen Smale

Over Chinese New Year my husband, Colin, and I visited Penang for four days. We flew
from Johor Bahru airport, thereby not having to fight the traffic across the causeway - it was
much easier. We stayed at a bed and breakfast called "Mango Tree Place", which was located in
the UNESCO listed area of Georgetown. It was lovely - three shop houses have been beautifully
convefted into "rooms" - only two per house (one upstairs and one downstairs) - so they are
very spacious, and a fourth shop house is a dining area for breakfast, lounge area and
reception/office. The staff at Mango Tree were wonderful - always very helpful with information,
advice and often a ride into town to save us walking or catching the bus. We enjoyed their
hospitality very much.
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Source: Mango Tree website

We also took the bus out to Batu Ferringhi one day - what an experience!! The buses
depart from the "Jetty" area in the city and it was very crowded with people milling about and
pushing to get onto the bus they needed. It doesn't work to stand back and'let others go
through - the bus fills and you don't get a seat, so you just have to push with the rest of them.
The trip is really not that far but with usual Malaysia traffic fiams) it probably took us about 1.5
hours. Batu Ferringhi is a popular seaside resort with lots of-accommodation ranging from five
star hotels to backpacker places. There are also lots of roadside stalls offering food, drink,
massage, "a fish spa" and other things. It's a real seaside village community and definitely
worth a visit.

As our B & B wasn't that far from the centre of
Georgetown we walked into the city area most days - a lot of
the Chinese shops were closed due to it being holiday time but
there was still lots to see and do. We visited a number of
Buddhist and Hindu Temples - all were very interesting and
lovely. There was a market that sold all manner of goods
ranging from fruits and vegetables, clothing, souvenirs, etc. and
"live frogs" - they weren't alive for very long though - people
would stop, pick out a frog and the man would "slaughter" it...
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Penanq! (Continued)

Another day we caught the bus to penang Hill and then the cable
car to the very top. It's best to arrive early as the queues can get very long.
The cable car travels up the hill at an angle of about 45 degiees. The trip
up the hill felt oK to me but on the way down I was hoping the brakes (or
whatever they were using) to slow the car down wouldnlt fail - the iar
would just plummet to the bottom the same as you would if you were in an
elevator. Anyway, it didn't plummet so we arrived safely at the bottom and
it was definitely worth it. The views from the top of penang Hill are truly
amazing. There is also a Hindu Temple there to visit and there was a lady
doing henna tattoos, another lady making birds from leaves and other small
food and drink vendors. There is also a lovely restaurant called "David
Browns" where we ate lunch.

From Penang Hill we caught another bus
and visited Kek Lok Si Temple. Well, this was also
amazing. We had a short walk through the
surrounding streets to get to the temple. All the
streets were crowded with people and cars and
there were stalls selling mainly food and drink - I
did see a 1.5 metre black and white lizard tied to
a board - he didn't have a price on him though!l!
Once you get to the bottom of the temple there
is a path up to the top which is covered and is
also crowded with stalls selling mainly souvenirs,
clothing and some other interesting items - LOTS
of Angry Birds T-shirtst!!

The Temple itself is great. It's very large and, it being Chinese New year, it was also
very crowded. Our visit was during the daylight hours but I'm told during Chinese New year
the Temple it lit by thousands of lights at night - a truly wonderful sight.

Colin and I enjoyed our visit to Penang very much. Although we were only there a few
days and didn't see everything on offer, we would definitely recommend it to visitors.
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